We want you to do what you do best—your work. We don’t want you distracted by being uncomfortable or unable to find things at your desk. Your workspace should respond to your needs. You shouldn’t have to adjust to your work environment, it should adjust to you.

This is what KnollExtra is all about—providing integral tools to make your work life easier. Our products help organize your space, facilitate communication and manage the technology you use everyday.

Give your workspace an identity.
extra organized

Don't waste time fumbling for that pencil you need.
extra supportive

Work comfortably supported throughout the day.
Brainstorm with others and develop your next great idea.
Stay focused and be more efficient at your task at hand.
Keep priorities at your fingertips so you can juggle all you do.
extra connected

Connect to the world around you.
extra
responsible

Skip the trash can and make your recycling bin happy.
extraordinary design

KnollExtra®

Organizational Tools
Technology Management
Communication Boards
Lighting